
Numeracy 
 

1. Nature count: Find 6 pointy leaves, 4 twigs, 6 red berries etc. 
2. Bug count. Are there more / less spiders than worms? How many worms are 

there? How many more worms do we need to have the same number? 
3.  Create patterns using stones / twigs / leaves. Can you make a shape / pattern 

with 4 sides or 3 corners etc. Can you make a repeating pattern? 
4. Colour making / mixing using natural materials. Can you make green? What 

texture is your colour and why? 
5. Create a leaf jigsaw to promote special awareness and turn taking. 
6. Create bar charts using bugs / plants / flowers / colours etc. 
7. Create numerals using natural materials. 
8. Using the soft mud to mark make in creating numbers / handwriting patterns / 

letters etc. 
9. Recreate bugs using natural material but focusing on the correct number of 

body parts / legs being added. Have an awareness of body sizes in relation to 
the legs, abdomen etc.  
 

Expressive Arts and Design 
 

1. Create fairy houses. 
2. Create potions / mud pies using natural materials. Decide on a 

purpose for the potion explaining why you are adding certain 
materials and what purpose they will play. EG turn you green! 

3. Leaf / flower rubbings / printing. 
4. Make stick people from the story stick man. Focus on them 

being different sizes. 
5. Learn camp fire songs. 
6. Observational drawings of plants / animals / bugs / flowers. 
7. Clay tree faces sculptured onto the trees.  
8. Make paint brushes with twigs and tie on leaves. 
9. Paint pictures on large / small stones. 
10. Make musical instruments. 
11. Make bird feeders for the birds in winter. 
12. Make perfumes using flower petals and design a label or poster 

to advertise the perfume.  
 

Physical Development 
 

1. Pushing / pulling the truck 
2. Using large and small digging tools. 
3. Pushing / pulling tree stumps. 
4. Travelling under / over / though the climbing tree. 
5. Moving carefully through the different textures on 

the forest floors. 
6. Using large and small equipment to make dens. 
7. Getting changes / unchanged for the session. 
8. Washing hands thoroughly and having and 

understanding of germs. 
9. Using all equipment safely and with good control.  

Possible Planning Focuses 
For Forest School 

Literacy 
 

1. Use nonfiction books to research interest identified. 
2. Read the books super worm, stick man, The Gruffalo, the worm that knew it 

was none of his business. Use the forest to re-enact the stories. Create the 
characters / habitats from the stories using natural material. 

3.  Create numerals / letters / words using natural materials. 
4. Using the soft mud to mark make in creating numbers / handwriting patterns / 

letters etc. 
5. Label potions they have created. 
6. Create large habitats such as zoos and label each of the different enclosures.  
 

Communication and Language 
 

1. Listening and responding appropriately  to instructions (1,2,3 game) 
2. Contribute towards the sitting circle conversation. 
3. Find an interesting object and discuss their choice. 
4. Introduce a new word each session related to the environment. 
5. Children to give their peers instructions that need to be followed. For example 

to find an object they have hidden. 
6. Play ‘name shout’ with two teams behind a tarp. 
7. Learn stories of by heart so that the children can retell them as part of their 

play. 
 

 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

 
1. Following rules: Learning how to stay safe.  
2. Looking after each other and being aware of each other in 

regards to their safety. 
3. Taking on board each other’s likes and dislikes. 
4. Trying new experiences to build confidence (Tree climbing). 
5. Listening to each other during the sitting circle and taking turns 

and being interested in what others are saying. 
6. Sharing out hot chocolate and biscuits fairly. 
7. Taking turns with using the equipment and pulling the truck. 
8. Working as a team to make dens / support each other on the 

tree / fill the large truck and pull it together. 

Understanding the World 
 

1. Using the camera, I Pad, magnifying glasses to 
record their learning. 

2. Observe the effects of the seasons on plants / 
animals and the growth and decay of nature. 

3. Litter picking: Understanding the consequences of 
dropping litter. 

4. Wild life hunt focusing on the habitats within our 
school environment. Could we build / provide 
different habitats to draw other wildlife into our 
environment? Incorporate an insect count to find 
out which 

5. Making the forest safe for the animals after they 
have finished playing / exploring. Discuss how they 
could do this. 

6. Look at the similarities / differences within the 
forest and categorise them.  

 


